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The Season is on Fire This Fall

Stove News

It’s the perfect time to be outside
and its even more exciting when
you have the capabilities of
cooking on-the-go. The Faltovn
Camp Stove is a
portable product
that only weighs
22lbs.
and
it
packs up nicely into a carrying bag that is
available in leather or canvas. Designed by
Harrie Leenders of the Netherlands and sold in
the USA through Wittus. Contact us for special
sale prices while supplies last.

One Stop Shopping with Style

Hancock Shaker Village Shop Display
The Hancock Shaker Village,
located in Pittsfield, MA is now
the happy home of the long
bench Shaker stove. Beautifully
displayed among other Shaker
items in the museum shop
(shown
at right).
Come
and visit the Wittus showroom and see
the shaker stove displayed in a creative
way. Our display includes a Shaker
style rocking chair, a pitch fork and the
Shaker stove (shown at left).

“Fire pits are perfect for s’mores and parties, and they may
even make your home more attractive to buyers if you decide
to sell.“ If you’ve been thinking of adding a fire pit to your
yard now is the time to consider a Wittus outdoor grill. What’s
better than a grill / fire pit to light up your back yard.
~Westchester Magazine

Wittus Firebird & Phoenix Grills

Wittus’ collection of outdoor products
has grown! The Phoenix and Firebird
grills are amazing cooking tools that
are designed with the beauty of nature
in mind. These grills can be placed in a
garden as a
sculptural accent
/ firepit or used
in an already
existing outdoor
cooking area. Crafted from cor-ten
steel, which takes on a natural patina
when exposed to the elements. Both
grills are in stock and ready to ship.

Pellet Stove Heat at Its Best

Wood Stove Design Challenge 2017
The Alliance for Green Heat has announced the fourth Wood
Stove Design Challenge,
returning to the national Mall
in Washington, DC in
November 2018. The event
will be free and open to the
public and includes rigorous
testing of the next generation
st
of 21 century technology
that can make wood stoves cleaner, more efficient and easier
to use. The first event will focus on stoves automated with
sensors and WIFI-enabled controls, and the second
competition will focus on thermoelectric wood stoves that
generate electricity to power lights, cell phones and WIFIWittus will be testing the e-stove from ETE EmTechEngineering,
Germany. Stay tuned for more info or go to
www.forgreenheat.com.

pellet stove shown.

Wittus Pellet stoves from MCZ spa,
Italy are automated heat at its best.
Available in five distinct models with
features
that
include:
preprogrammed user selections; a selfcleaning
burner
box;
easily
removable ash drawer; a large
hopper capacity and more. Not
only are they easy to operate they
are also a dependable, cost
effective heat source. Ego white

Happy Pizza, Happy Cooking
Food makes us happy and food
prepared in the Happy Pizza oven is
truly a positive experience. The
amazing flavors of wood fire infused
food create an absolute oasis in the
mouth. This product is available in three
sizes, the Solo, Family and Professional.
See all models and colors on our
website www.wittus.com.

